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The Reliability and Validity of the Thin Slice Technique: Observational
Research on Video Recorded Medical Interactions
Chapter 1
Introduction
Psychometric properties of data collection instruments, including reliability and
validity, are critical to the research process. Reliability is a psychometric measurement
property assessing the general ability to reproduce results consistently over multiple
iterations or by independent observational ratings (Cook & Beckman, 2006; Kundle &
Polansky, 2003). Validity refers to a psychometric property assessing the precision of
accuracy in the interpretation of results, or more pointedly, if the results have meaning
(Cook & Beckman, 2006). Different types of validity include construct validity (are
measures or variables operationally defined), concurrent validity (are measures
correlated with previous validated measures), convergent validity (are two or more
measures that should be related, actually related) and predictive validity (do measures
predict some future measure or outcome).
Only when reliability and validity of methods are established in the research
process can the research community be certain research findings are appropriate,
relevant and meaningful. Therefore, reliability and validity are vital aspects of data
collection instruments and consequently research outcomes are dependent on them. As
research is published, it helps to inform practice, attitudes and beliefs, and can lead to
intervention development and further research based on reported findings. Research
results can also assist in defining future research priorities, (Hootman, Driban, Sitler,
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Harris, & Cattano, 2011) making it imperative to ensure reliability and validity in selected
data collection instruments.
Observational Research
Observational research is a type of non-experimental research that is used to
study behavior. Observational research, in this context, involves observing human
interaction and rating the behaviors observed based on a predefined coding scheme.
Observational research methods are frequently used in the behavioral and social
sciences to collect and analyze data on human behavior. Mays and Pope (1995)
described observational research methods as the systematic, detailed observation of
communication behavior, observing and recording how people communicate (verbally
and non-verbally). Interpersonal interaction can be observed and measured using the
scientific techniques of observational research (Mays & Pope, 1995).
One technique of observational research is the coding or rating of behavior in
pre-recorded video interactions. When utilizing video recordings of real interactions,
researchers are allowed to return to the video to code and analyze behavior following
the interaction. This method of observational analysis permits the opportunity to refine
coding scheme(s) and assess reliability through independent coding and multiple
reviews of the video recording (Murphy, 2005).
Another method of observational analysis using video recorded interactions is the
thin slice technique. Thin slices are small pieces of an interaction, extracted and edited
from a longer behavioral interaction. Depending on the research question and analysis
plan, the editing process may be limited to specific extraction (i.e. cutting video to a
specific time identified) or may involve advanced methods, such as the blurring of faces
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to protect participant identities. The resulting video clips are subsequently coded for
targeted behaviors and the results are generalized to the interaction as a whole.
Research has been conducted using the thin slice technique in various areas of interest,
including criminal justice, education, advertising/marketing, and medical/health sciences
(Ambady, Koo, Rosenthal, & Winograd, 2002a; Ambady, Krabbenhoft, & Hogan, 2006;
Ambady et al., 2002b; Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993; Grahe & Bernieri, 1999; Lippa &
Dietz, 2000; Murphy, 2005; Murphy, Hall, & Colvin, 2003; Peracchio & Luna, 2006).
Murphy (2005) defined the thin slice as an excerpt of behavior sampled from a
longer stream of consistent behavior. Before this methodology was developed and
tested, observational research was conducted utilizing full interactions, sometimes
ranging over an hour long. Research conducted using the full interaction has been
demonstrated to be costly, time consuming and resource intensive (Ambady, LePlante,
& Johnson, 2001; Ambady & Rosenthal, 1997; Murphy, 2005). Murphy estimated each
behavior coded could take up to two passes per interaction. Therefore, if an interaction
were 45 minutes in length, it would take an hour and a half to code one interaction for
one behavior. If the dataset included 100 video recorded interactions, averaging 45
minutes in length, this would equate to approximately 150 hours to code one behavior.
As research usually involves the coding of more than one behavior, time and
resources can quickly become exhausted. In addition, the calculation does not include
the time invested in training or the time invested in establishing reliability between
coders (Murphy, 2005). This identified a need to develop an alternative, resource
effective, way to capture data from behavioral interactions and subsequently led to the
development of the thin slice method, or coding brief segments of an interaction as a
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representative of the whole interaction. This method was developed to address the
challenge of using observational research to answer important research questions that
could be gleaned from pre-existing video recorded interactions.
Thin slices, derived from the longer video recorded interactions, can range from
ten second slices to slices as long as five minutes. Research has previously
demonstrated that slices can be coded reliably and can accurately predict subsequent
behavior (Ambady, Hallahan, & Conner, 1999; Ambady et al., 2002a; Ambady et al.,
2006; Ambady et al., 2002b; Ambady et al., 2001; Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993; Grahe &
Bernieri, 1999; Kraus & Keltner, 2009; Lippa & Dietz, 2000). Recently, the thin slice
technique has been used to rate rapport in video recorded interactions with medical
students and standardized patients. Standardized patients are actors who are given a
script to perform as a patient presenting pre-defined symptoms; they are used primarily
in training medical students. Results of this study indicated that thin slice
measurements, specifically in the case of standardized patients, (1) correlated highly
across slices, demonstrating convergent validity, and (2) were able to predict
subsequent behavior, demonstrating predictive validity (Roter, Hall, Blanch-Hartigan,
Larson, & Frankel, 2011). Research has not been published however, demonstrating
the reliability of coding thin slice judgments and validating this methodology within a
sample of actual patient/physician encounters.
Racial Disparities in Medical Outcomes
Racial/ethnic health disparities, specifically in medical outcomes, continue to be a
problem across multiple diseases. Those who self-identify as Black or African American
routinely have comparatively poorer health outcomes across diseases including
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cardiovascular disease, diabetes, cancer and stroke (Centers for Disease Control,
2005; Smedley, Stith, & Nelson, 2003). Multiple factors contribute to poorer health
outcomes including socioeconomics, cultural practices and access to healthcare
services (Braveman, Cubbin, Egerter, Williams, & Pamuk, 2010; Copeland, 2005; Kirby,
Taliaferro, & Zuvekas, 2006; LaVeist, Thorpe, Galarraga, Bower, & Gary-Webb, 2009;
Quinn et al., 2011; Smedley et al., 2003; Tian, Goovaerts, Zhan, Chow, & Wilson,
2012).
Research has indicated that racial/ethnic health differences in outcomes can be
partially explained by differences in communication patterns between the physician and
patient during the medical interaction and, from the patient perspective, a general
distrust of healthcare including distrust of the healthcare team (physicians, nurses, etc.)
and the healthcare system (Casagrande, Gary, LaVeist, Gaskin, & Cooper, 2007;
Dovidio et al., 2008; Eggly et al., 2011; Penner et al., 2009; Sheppard, Zambrana, &
O'Malley, 2004; Thrasher, Earp, Golin, & Zimmer, 2008). Studies have also suggested
that unintentional bias, or bias that an individual is unaware or unconscious of, can lead
to poorer communication patterns, less patient satisfaction, lower adherence to
recommendations and ultimately affect short and long term health outcomes (Dovidio et
al., 2008; Richeson & Shelton, 2005; Stepanikova, 2006; Stepanikova, Mollborn, Cook,
Thom, & Kramer, 2006).
Medical Interactions: Background on Bias, Satisfaction and Outcomes
Building on the need to understand health care interactions and associated
outcomes, a study was recently conducted to assess variables associated with patient
care, satisfaction, health outcomes and both implicit and explicit bias in health care
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(Penner et al., 2009; Penner et al., 2010). Participants in the study included AfricanAmerican patients seen by participating healthcare providers practicing at a Midwestern
urban primary care clinic. During data collection, both the patient and physician
completed a pre-interaction questionnaire, and the medical interaction was videorecorded. The video recordings were captured using a portable system with digital
processing technology that allows simultaneous recording of both the patient and
physician during the interaction. Following the interaction the patient and physician
completed a post interaction survey.
Clinic visits were video-recorded using a unique method developed for real time
medical interaction research (Albrecht et al., 2005), which was demonstrated to be nonintrusive in the medical setting (Penner et al., 2007). The video capture system included
high-resolution, digital video cameras with wide-angle lenses housed in custom made
cylinders with external microphones, one camera capturing the physician and one
camera capturing the patient simultaneously within the interaction. The system was
controlled remotely with tilt/pan/zoom capabilities and monitored (real time) from
another private, secure location in the clinic. Once captured, the recordings were
processed and edited with AVID Media Composer software, resulting in a single image
split screen encompassing the patient/physician medical interaction. This resulting file
was converted to MPEG format for subsequent coding and analysis. This technology is
currently being used to collect data in multiple nationally funded research projects by
the National Cancer Institute, involving real time medical interactions at Karmanos
Cancer Institute, Children’s Hospital of Michigan, St Jude Children’s Research Hospital
and the Josephine Ford Cancer Institute at Henry Ford Health System.
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The video recorded interactions collected as part of Penner and colleagues’
study of primary care interactions (N=133) were further analyzed to assess patientphysician communication during the medical interaction, specifically when pain was
discussed. The results of the sample selected (n=113) indicated the majority (69%) of
interactions included some discussion of pain, and 63% of participants indicated their
pain was moderate to severe (Henry & Eggly, 2012). These results led to further
evaluation and assessment of how pain related discussions affect the quality of
patient/physician communication and the patient/physician relationship in the primary
care setting using the thin slice technique.
Henry and Eggly (2013) extracted three thirty second slices from the beginning,
middle and end of the full video recorded interactions in which pain was discussed
(n=85) and two thirty second slices from the beginning and end of the full video
recorded interactions in which there was no discussion of pain (n=48). Slices were
randomized and coded by independent research assistants using elements of the Roter
Interaction Analysis System (RIAS) developed for capturing information and analyzing
didactic relationships (Roter & Larson, 2002). Specifically, thin slices were rated on a
nine point Likert scale ranging from “no” to “high” on variables including rapport, trust,
liking, attention and coordination. Based on the results of this study, Henry and Eggly
found no evidence to support the relationship between discussions about pain and
patient-physician rapport during medical interactions. However, the study results did
suggest an association between discussions about pain and an increase in patient
unease and patient positive engagement, also assessed using the thin slice technique,
compared to other topics of discussion (Henry & Eggly, 2013).
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Purpose of the study
It is well known in psychometric research that reliability can be demonstrated
without establishing validity, however research cannot be valid without establishing
reliability. As previous research has demonstrated the reliability of the thin slice
technique, this research will attempt to replicate these results. Additionally, although the
thin slice technique is routinely incorporated in observational research methods, there is
little empirical evidence supporting or validating this technique in rating behavior in lieu
of rating behavior on the full interaction. Furthermore, no literature has been found
testing the validity of this method in an actual physician/patient interaction in an urban
medical setting serving low income African Americans.
The purposes of the study are (1) to determine if thin slices sampled from the
beginning, middle and end of an actual medical interaction in an urban medical setting
serving low income African Americans can be reliably coded by independent raters
using a validated coding system (Price, Windish, Magaziner, & Cooper, 2008; Roter &
Larson, 2002), (2) to determine if the rating of the three slices obtained are associated
with each other demonstrating convergent validity over time, and (3) to determine if the
ratings of the three slices obtained are associated with ratings from the whole
interaction demonstrating construct validity.
Research Aims
•

Aim 1: To determine if independent raters can reliably code relational variables
(liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport) between patients and physicians
using thin slices sampled from an actual patient/physician interaction.
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•

Aim 2: To determine if there is a significant difference in ratings between the first,
second and third slice of the interaction.

•

Aim 3: To determine if there is a significant difference in thin slice ratings
compared to ratings from the interaction as a whole.

Assumptions and Limitations
This study was based on the assumption that data collected in previous research
(real-time video capture) was an unbiased, representative random sample of the clinic
population during the time of data collection (June 2006-February 2008). In addition, it is
assumed that the homogeneity of the patient population and the physician population
did not affect the results obtained and that the process of video capture did not affect
physician/patient communication patterns.
Three limitations have been identified and are acknowledged for this study: 1)
data was collected in one urban clinic population, 2) data was collected during a specific
timeframe and 3) this is a secondary data analysis using previously collected videorecorded data, these limitations limit the generalizability of results outside these
parameters.
Definition of Terms
Convergent Validity

A validity measurement that refers to the degree that
multiple variables or ratings correlate or converge on
the same construct. For example, the degree to which
thin slices sampled at the beginning of an interaction
correlate with thin slices sampled in the middle and
the end of the interaction.
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Full Interaction

A complete video recorded interaction capturing the
verbal

and

participants.

nonverbal
In

this

behavioral
context,

patterns
the

of

entire

patient/physician medical encounter.
Predictive Validity

A validity measurement that refers to the ability of the
measure to predict a future behavior or outcome. For
example, a test of the thin slice ratings to predict
ratings obtained from a full interaction.

Thin Slice

A sample or brief segment of video recorded behavior
obtained from the full interaction or larger behavioral
stream (Murphy, 2005).
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
Observational Research
Psychology, sociology, medicine, and other areas of research have benefited
from observational research methods. Directly observing, monitoring and analyzing
human interaction helps to understand reality in context, and allows researchers and
specialists to develop and test appropriate training and/or interventions to improve such
outcomes as quality of care and patient satisfaction.
In the medical field specifically, researchers using observational research
methods have increased knowledge on how parental styles and behaviors can impact
child coping during painful pediatric procedures (Cline et al., 2006; Penner et al., 2008;
Peterson et al., 2007) and understanding the communication process and how it may
contribute to differences in health care behavior that may lead to poorer patient
outcomes (Beck, Daughtridge, & Sloane, 2002; Eggly et al., 2011; Penner et al., 2009).
In addition, this research method has been utilized by researchers to gain insight into
how trust in a medical interaction can influence patient satisfaction, adherence to
medical recommendations and ultimately impact overall medical outcomes (Albrecht et
al., 2008; Eggly et al., 2008; Fiscella et al., 2004; Penner et al., 2009).
Video recording methods have been utilized to capture data and allow
subsequent observation and coding to be done at a later time. This technique allows
many research questions to be addressed as well as the opportunity to review the
interaction to look for multiple behaviors and develop appropriate coding schemes
(Murphy, 2005). However, as mentioned, observational research can be time and
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resource intensive. Coding behavior during lengthy video recorded interactions can take
many hours to reach acceptable reliability depending on the nature of the question
being asked and then may take multiple passes through the video to capture
information needed to address research questions (Murphy, 2005). This problem has
directly led to the rationale for the thin slice technique: that brief samples taken from the
interaction may be representative of the interaction as a whole, thus saving significant
time and resources in the observational coding process.
Thin Slice Research
Research using thin slices has been documented throughout the literature over
the past 20 years. Relevant studies and findings are presented to demonstrate the
current knowledge of utilization, reliability and validity of this observational technique.
Ambady and Rosenthal (1992) conducted a meta-analysis of studies that utilized thin
slices. Thirty-eight independent studies, ranging from 1970-1990, were reviewed that
indicated a significant result in predicting behavior. Findings indicate that all studies
included in the analysis showed a positive effect size for accuracy in predictions with a
significant overall mean effect size (r=. 39) and significant mean effect sizes in the
following categories: clinical psychology (r=. 41), social psychology (r=. 47) and
deception (r=. 31).
Following the findings of their meta-analysis, Ambady and Rosenthal (1993)
explored the feasibility of making accurate judgments based on minimal information
obtained from observations of teachers teaching in the classroom. They conducted a
series of studies to determine if behavior can be accurately coded using a very brief
exposure (10-30 sec) to an interaction. The criterion used to establish the validity of this
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method included using the ratings obtained to predict future behavior. In the first study,
the video recorded participant sample included 13 teachers who were graduate
teaching fellows that taught in the Teaching Laboratory at Harvard University, seven of
the 13 teachers (53%) were male. The sample was selected out of a larger database of
teaching fellows video recorded for instructional purposes and feedback as part of their
training program. Participants agreed to be video recorded teaching an undergraduate
course that included a diverse curriculum and lasted approximately an hour. The
sample, used to test thin slices, was selected by the members of the Teaching Center.
Members of the Teaching Center who were asked to select a wide range of teacher
effectiveness, basing their decision on the average measure overall. (Ambady and
Rosenthal, 1993).
Ambady and Rosenthal (1993) selected thin slices as follows: 10 sec from the
first 10 minutes of the interaction, 10 sec from the middle of the interaction and 10 sec
from the last 10 minutes of the interaction. All slices were chosen with the teacher as
the focus (no students in the clip). Nine female students were then asked to rate these
brief samples (three 10 sec clips from each of the 13 participating teachers) on
nonverbal behavior focusing on fifteen dimensions (e.g. accepting, competent, likable,
professional, supportive, etc.). Ratings ranged from 1 (not at all) to 9 (very) on all
dimensions.
Reliability between judges was computed using intra-class correlations. The
effective reliabilities reported ranged from .60 - .89. Because the means were intercorrelated, a principal component analysis was completed which yielded a single
composite variable. The composite variable included all variables with the exception of
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anxiety, which was removed due to low reliability on this dimension. Results were then
compared to the end of semester student evaluations of the participating teachers after
a completed semester of coursework. Findings showed that ratings of brief segments
completed by independent raters who were unfamiliar with the course or the teacher
correlated highly with end of semester student evaluations. The global composite score
yielded a significant correlation of .76 (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993).
A follow-up study conducted by Ambady and Rosenthal (1993) was done to
attempt to replicate findings from their previous study. The sample for the second study
included a new sample of 13 high school teachers, five of whom were male (38%).
Video recorded participants were consented and agreed to participate in the study. The
criterion variable used for this study was supervisory, specifically principal performance
ratings of the teachers. Thin slices were sampled using the same procedure as the
previous study (10 sec from beginning with no student in clip, 10 sec from middle with
no student in clip, 10 sec from end with no student in clip). Eight independent raters (all
female) rated the identical 15 dimensions described in the first study. Similar to the first
study, a composite variable was identified that included 14 of the dimensions coded
(again anxiety was dropped from the final measure).
Results of this comparison showed that brief excerpts of a longer interaction
coded by independent blind raters correlated with supervisory ratings of performance
(r=.68). Conclusions drawn from these two studies indicate that thin slices can be rated
accurately and can be validated using future evaluation outcomes as predictors of
construct validity (Ambady & Rosenthal, 1993).
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In a third study, Ambady and Rosenthal (1993) examined the length of the thin
slice to determine if different lengths influenced reliability and/or validity. To test this
assumption, 5 sec slices and 2 sec slices were created by randomly selecting excerpts
from the previous 10 sec slices used for the first two investigations. Videos were
created based on each sample (5 sec clips and 2 sec clips). Thirty-two female
undergraduates were recruited to rate the video clips (8 raters per video). Results of this
third study were similar to their first two studies. Mean overall effect size reported was
significant (r=.59) and no significant difference was found based on length of clips (5
seconds vs 2 seconds).
Ambady and Rosenthal (1993) acknowledged the implications of their findings
and the impact specifically on the field of education, such as identifying the importance
of teacher affect and nonverbal behavior on teaching satisfaction and performance
ratings and suggest that appropriate training on affect and nonverbal behavior may be
beneficial to educators. Generalizing their results to a wider population, it is easy to see
how this methodology can be useful in predicting behaviors and outcomes in other
areas of interest, specifically medical interactions where interpersonal communication
patterns can affect medical decisions and ultimately health related outcomes.
Ambady et al. (2002b), continued research on thin slices of behavior using audio
recorded interactions between patients and community surgeons, attempting to
replicate results previously reported on thin slice technique outside of the field of
education. Using the thin slice technique, Ambady and colleagues conducted a
secondary analysis of previously collected data and attempted to determine if thin slices
of behavior could be coded accurately and ultimately predict a future behavioral
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outcome, predicting instances of malpractice litigation (Ambady et al., 2002b). Sixty-five
surgeons participated in the original study and an average of 10 patients per physician
were recruited and consented for their medical interaction to be audio recorded
(Levinson, Roter, Mullooly, Dull, & Frankel, 1997). For this secondary analysis only two
interactions were used per physician (the patient with the highest self-reported
satisfaction and the patient with the lowest self-reported satisfaction). Eight physicians
were excluded from final analysis due to quality of audio recording or quality of the
patient interaction (i.e. patient didn’t participate in discussion) leaving a sample size of
57 surgeons in 114 interactions. Thin slices were extracted from the interactions (10 sec
from the first minute of the interaction and 10 sec from the last minute of the interaction)
resulting in 228 audio clips. These clips were further edited to remove recognized
speech, leaving only intonation, speed, pitch and rhythm creating an additional 228
audio clips for review which included audio clips with recognized content and audio clips
with unrecognized content (Ambady et al., 2002b).
Independent raters were assigned to each condition, thin slices with content and
thin slices without content (tone only). Thin slices were rated on a seven point Likert
scale ranging from “not at all” to “extremely” on ten variables including warmth, interest,
professionalism, competence, dominance, satisfaction and genuine behavior. A
principle component analysis using varimax rotation resulted in four distinct categories:
1) warm/professional, 2) concern/anxious, 3) hostile and 4) dominant. The hostile
category, however was dropped from final analysis as it demonstrated the lowest
reliability and correlated highly with anxiety in both conditions (content r=.72; tone
r=.83). Logistic regression was then used to determine if results from thin slice coding
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predicted future malpractice claims. Results indicated that surgeons who were rated
high on dominance and low on concern/anxiety were more likely to have malpractice
claims after controlling for speech content (Ambady et al., 2002b). These results
demonstrated the significance of information obtained from thin slices of a full
interaction; however does not take into account information that could be gleaned from
the full interaction. Specifically, if ratings obtained from thin slices sampled from a larger
behavioral stream correlate positively with ratings obtained from the full interaction.
Murphy, Hall and Colvin (2003) used thin slices to determine if raters can
accurately assess intelligence from a brief exposure to a stranger and if gender
influences accuracy of judgments. The study sample consisted of both video/audio
recorded subjects and independent raters. Subjects were assessed on intelligence
measures (IQ, grade point average and SAT score) and discussions between subject
pairs were video recorded for five minutes and sessions were transcribed for analysis.
The second full minute of interaction was extracted for the thin slice ratings. Five minute
discussions were then randomized to one of three categories for rating purposes –
audio/video, video only and transcript (Murphy et al., 2003).
Forty-four

interactions

were

video

recorded

yielding

88

target/pairs

(subjects/raters). A composite score on intelligence was obtained by averaging the
z-score for each measure (IQ, GPA and SAT score). Subjects missing two of the three
measures were dropped from further analysis yielding 79 target/pairs in the sample to
be coded. Subjects were rated for intelligence measures (IQ, GPA, SAT score) by 415
undergraduate psychology students (124 male, 291 female) who were randomly
assigned to each measure and condition. Raters were trained by describing the
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assigned rating measure, providing the average score for college students on that
measure and reviewing the range of all possible scores on the measure. A composite
score was calculated for each subject in each condition similar to the actual composite
intelligence score by averaging the z-score for each measure. Results between
subjects’ measured intelligence and perceived intelligence correlated significantly in
audio/video (r=.37) and video only (r=.23) conditions, however was not significant in the
transcript only condition (r=.04). Results indicate that ratings of perceived intelligence,
using one minute thin slices from video recorded interactions, significantly predicted
measured intelligence (Murphy et al., 2003). This study provides further evidence that
brief expose or thin slices of video recorded interactions can be used to accurately
predict specific outcomes.
Thin Slices vs. Full Interaction
Murphy (2005) recognized the need to establish the validity of the thin slice
technique in relation to the full behavioral interaction. Specifically, the examination of
ratings obtained from thin slices of an interaction and determining if thin slices can be
substituted for full length interactions should explore measuring the same variables on
each length and conducting a statistical comparison of the results obtained. In the metaanalysis conducted by Ambady and Rosenthal (1992), the average reported effect size
was r=.39. Murphy argued that while this is acceptable for predictive validity, comparing
thin slices to the larger behavioral stream should yield a stronger reliability coefficient for
justifying this methodology (Murphy, 2005).
Murphy conducted a study comparing shorter excerpts to longer interactions.
Fifty undergraduates were consented to be video recorded while participating in a group
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exercise (two participants at a time) lasting approximately 15 minutes. Thin slices, three
60 sec slices, were randomly selected using a random number generator from the
larger video recorded interaction and edited to be additive in nature (i.e. the first slice
included only the first randomized 60 second slice, the second slice combined the first
and second randomized slice yielding a 2 minute length clip, and the third slice
combined all three randomized slices yielding a 3 minute length clip). Thin slices
obtained and the full interactions were subsequently coded on five behaviors: number of
gestures, nods, self-touches, smiles and time spent gazing at partner. Independent
raters were used for each condition (length of slice). Reliability was calculated using
Pearson’s r. Reliability for thin slices ranged from r=.83 to r=.99; reliability for the full
interaction ranged from r=.61 to r=.95 (Murphy, 2005).
Results were stratified into two categories, results from comparison when the thin
slice was included in the larger interaction and results from comparison when the thin
slice was removed from the interaction. The first scenario, when the thin slice was
included, resulted in high positive correlations across four of the five behaviors (gesture,
gaze, nod, smile). The second scenario, when the slice was removed, resulted in
variability across the three slices using the part-whole correlation formula (Cohen and
Cohen, 1983, cited by Murphy, 2005). Ratings obtained from the first slice (1 minute of
interaction) resulted in high positive correlations with four of the five behaviors (gesture,
gaze, nod, and smile). Ratings obtained from the second slice (2 minutes of interaction)
resulted in high positive correlations with all five identified behaviors. Ratings from the
third slice (3 minutes of interaction) resulted in high positive correlations with four of the
five behaviors (gesture, gaze, self-touch, smile). Findings from this study demonstrated
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that ratings of thin slices can correlate with the larger interaction, providing support for
using this observational technique. However, no research has been found in a
published literature search to demonstrate these findings can be replicated using actual
patient/physician video recorded medical interactions.
Roter et al. (2011) examined the relationship between thin slice segments and
the full interaction as well as predictive validity of slices to ratings of rapport in a
simulated medical setting. Participants included the entire third year class of medical
students at a Midwestern school of medicine (N=253). As part of the training program,
students participate in a simulated patient examination known as an objective structured
clinical examination or OSCE. These sessions were video recorded and analyzed using
the RIAS coding scheme. Thin slices, 60 seconds, were extracted from the full
interaction at three time points: 1 minute, 5 minutes and 9 minutes. Relational rapport,
between students and simulated patients, was rated by trained research assistants on a
subset of the interactions (n=141) using a nine point Likert scale ranging from no
rapport to high rapport. Multivariate analysis and correlations were used to analyze
differences in ratings. Findings indicate ratings of one-minute slices correlated with the
ratings of the full interaction and global affect showed a consistent pattern of
relationship (Roter et al., 2011). Results of this investigation indicated both concurrent
(thin slices correlation with full interaction) and predictive validity (thin slices prediction
of global affect). The limitation of this study, however is that the research was
conducted in a simulated setting and it is unknown if results can be generalized to
another population including actual patient/physician medical encounters.
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Summary of Findings/Next Steps
Research described consistently provides support and demonstrates that thin
slices can be reliably and accurately coded and can be used to predict behavior.
Murphy further demonstrated convergent validity by comparing thin slices to the larger
interaction of behavior and Roter et al. (2011) investigated both convergent and
predictive validity using standardized patients in an objective structured clinical
examination. As the thin slice technique continues to be utilized by researchers, it is
important to establish reliability and validity of this research technique in a sample of
real life interactions. In the medical context, this is critical as continued observational
research is conducted and published relating to patient experiences and associated
outcomes.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
Design
The research design is an archival non-experimental, observational analysis of
previously recorded video interactions of primary care patient visits in a low-income
urban clinic (see Appendix A for Institutional Review Board approvals). The video
recorded interactions were collected as part of a R21 funded interventional study by the
National Institutes of Health (L. Penner 1 R21 HD050450-01). One hundred thirty three
participants were video recorded during the study. Video recordings were captured
using a portable system that allows simultaneous recording of both the patient and
physician during the interaction. The individual recordings were processed and edited,
resulting in a single image split screen encompassing the patient/physician medical
interaction used in subsequent coding and analysis (Albrecht et al., 2005).
Participants and Data
Study participants (video recorded in previous research) included both patients
and medical residents recruited using IRB approved recruitment and consent
procedures. Seventeen family medicine residents and 126 patients comprise the study
sample (video recorded interactions) used in this research. Patients included 96
females (76.2%) and 30 males (23.8%). Although race was not an inclusion criteria for
the study, all self-identified as African Americans. Patients’ average age was 44.14
years (range 18-64; standard deviation 14.45). Family medicine residents self-identified
primarily as Indian, Pakistani or Asian and were evenly split in regards to gender (8
male, 8 female, 1 declined to provide).
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Data used for this study include 126 of the 133 available patient/physician
interactions. Seven of the original interactions were excluded due to audio/technical
issues with recording or length of interaction (not able to extract three thin slices). Sixtyone interactions comprised the control condition in the original study (phase 1) and 65
interactions comprised the intervention condition in the original study (phase 2). For the
purposes of collecting data, each phase will be randomized independently.

Phase 1
n=61

Phase 2
n=65

Total
sample
n=126

Figure 1. Study Sample

Selection of Thin Slice Observations
Three slices were selected and extracted from the 126 available interactions.
Slices (30 seconds in length) were sampled from the beginning, the middle and the end
of the interaction. Selections were sampled using the procedure developed for a current
nationally funded grant (N. Hagiwara 1 R03 NR013249-01). Specifically, the total length
of the interaction was measured (when the patient and physician are in the room
together), the first minute and the last minute of the interaction were subtracted from
this measurement and the interaction was subsequently divided into three equal
segments. Three thin slice samples were then created from each interaction comprised
of the first 30 seconds of interaction in each of the three segments (see Figure 2). Full
interactions were also edited to remove the first and last minute of the interaction to be
consistent with the method used to select thin slices.
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Figure 2. Creation of Thin Slices

Data Collection
Interactions will be split into two groups representing the phase of the original
study. Each group will be randomized and coded independently by four trained
undergraduate coders from Wayne State University. Volunteers will be recruited through
advertisement and word of mouth in the following departments: Psychology, Sociology,
Communication, Education or a related field to serve as coders (see Appendix B). The
coding procedure will use elements of global attributes of the RIAS coding system
consistent with previous research using thin slice observation and coders were trained
using the same procedure (Henry & Eggly, 2012). Coders will be asked to rate the
specific elements of the patient/physician interaction. Specific elements of the data
collection instrument will include rapport, liking, attention, coordination and trust.
Ratings of each element will be based on a nine point Likert scale ranging from ‘none’ to
‘high’. Full interactions were independently coded by the same eight trained coders
using the same elements of global attributes of the RIAS coding system as stated
above. Specific elements of the data collection instruments again included rapport,
liking, attention, coordination and trust. Ratings were based on a nine point Likert scale
ranging from ‘none’ to ‘high’ to ensure consistency between the thin slice coding and the
full interaction (see Appendix C for data collection instruments).
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Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics will be calculated for Likert scale item (liking, attention,
coordination, trust, rapport) including frequencies, means and standard deviations
where appropriate. Descriptive statistics will include measures of central tendencies of
for each item (liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport) stratified by phase (one,
two). The data will be assessed following the reliability analysis for normality. Data
transformation will be attempted and non-parametric statistics will be applied as
appropriate. In addition, an exploratory factor analysis will be conducted for thin slice
ratings and for full interaction ratings using principle components extraction and varimax
rotation to determine if the measured variables converge on a single construct. Factors
retained will have eigenvalues greater or equal to 1.0 and a favorable visual
examination of the scree plot. Weights will be sorted and presented with magnitude
greater than or equal to |.4|.
Aim 1: To determine if independent coders can reliably code relational variables
(liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport) between patients and physicians using
thin slices sampled from an actual patient/physician interaction. Inter-rater reliability will
be assessed using the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC). This method incorporates
the sum of unique pairwise comparisons (Landis, King, Choi, Chinchilli, & Koch, 2011).
Reliability will be calculated following coder training and after coding completion. Once
acceptable reliability is established, a random selection between coders will yield a
single rating for each thin slice/full interaction. This rating will be used for subsequent
analysis.
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Aim 2: To determine if there is a significant difference in ratings between the first,
second and third slice of the interaction. Repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) will be used to assess if there is any difference between the first, second and
third slices of the interaction. This repeated measure ANOVA model has general linear
model components and takes into account the lack of independence (physicians seen
by multiple patients) controlling for individual level differences (phase and condition) that
may affect the within group variance (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & Tatham, 2006;
Hinkle, Wiersma, & Jurs, 1998).
Aim 3: To determine if there is a significant difference in thin slice ratings compared
to ratings from the interaction as a whole. After determining if there is a significant
difference between thin slice ratings (Aim 2), a composite variable for each item will be
created that represents the average thin slice rating for the specific item. This composite
variable will be used to assess if thin slice ratings significantly differ from ratings
obtained from the full interaction. A series of paired t tests will be conducted to assess if
the thin slices ratings on specific items are associated with the ratings of the same items
obtained from coding the full interaction.
Validity of thin slice ratings will also be assessed in a correlation matrix and
visual model describing how each slice and a composite score across thin slices
compare to the full interaction. Data was analyzed using IBM SPSS 22.0 statistical
package (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). All analyses will be conducted at the p ≤ .05
significance level.
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Chapter 4
Results
Patient/Physician and Coder Demographics
Of the 126 interactions in our sample, one interaction was not coded by all
coders, thus the results will be presented with a sample size (n=125). Patients included
95 females (76%) and 30 males (24%) who self-identified as African Americans.
Patients’ average age was 44.29 years (range 18-82; standard deviation 14.42).
Seventeen family medicine residents remained in the sample. These physicians selfidentified primarily as Indian, Pakistani or Asian and were evenly split in regards to
gender (8 male, 8 female, 1 declined to provide). Six physicians declined to provide
age; average reported age of physician (n=11) was 29.91 years (range 26-35; standard
deviation 2.66).
Eight undergraduate students were recruited through the Psychology and
Sociology Departments at Wayne State University. Coders were primarily female
(62.5%) upper class students intending to pursue graduate education; average age was
21.75 (range 19-28; standard deviation 2.77) and self-identified as Caucasian (50%),
African American (12.5%) and Asian/Pacific Islander (37.5%).
Randomization and Coder Assignment
Randomization occurred on multiple levels. Video interactions in each phase,
defined by the original study (control or intervention), were randomized twice (see
Appendix D). With eight coders participating, coders were randomized to a specific
phase and condition (see Figure 3). Condition was dichotomized, two of the four coders
began with the full interaction and progressed to the thin slices, while two of the four
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coders began with the thin slices and progressed to the full interactions. As a result, 61
phase one interactions were coded by four independent coders and 65 phase two
interactions were coded by four independent coders, yielding 500 ratings for each
variable measured (liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport).

Figure 3. Randomization and Coder Assignment Within Each Phase

Training and Initial Reliability
One 3-hour training session was conducted; all coders participated in the training
session. A brief overview of observation research using previously recorded data was
provided and specific research using medical interactions and thin slice methodology
was reviewed. General coder instructions and the instrument that would be used during
coding were also reviewed. Concepts (i.e. specific scale items) were defined and group
coding was incorporated with open discussion to ensure concepts were uniformly being
applied. Session agenda, PowerPoint presentation slides and coder instruction sheet
are presented in Appendix E.
Initial reliability was assessed following training. All coders coded an independent
set of thin slice interactions (n=20) during training to assess initial reliability and
understanding of scale items. These interactions were specifically developed for training
purposes. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 1.
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Descriptive statistics for individual items are presented in Appendix F. Individual item
and average inter-rater reliability (IRR) across all coders calculated from the average
measure intra-class correlation (ICC 2,8) ranged from .952 to .972 (see Table 2). Using
the Spearman Brown Correction, taking into account eight independent coders, the
average Interrater Reliability (IRR) was .960.

Aim 1: Assessment of Coder Reliability
Full interactions: One hundred twenty five full interactions were coded by four
independent coders. Means and standard deviations are presented in Table 3.
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Descriptive statistics for individual items are presented in Appendix G. Individual item
inter-rater reliability for full interaction coding was calculated from the average measure
intra-class correlation (ICC 2,8) and ranged from .831 to .909 (see Table 4) with an
average IRR across phases of .873.
An exploratory principal component analysis (PCA) on full interaction coding
yielded a single construct (Appendix H). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling
Adequacy (testing whether partial correlations among variables are small), KMO=.883,
and the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity (testing if there are correlations among the variables
present) was significant (χ2 (10) = 1793.08, p < .001) indicating the sample was
appropriate for factor analysis. The PCA, using varimax rotation, was conducted with
one construct identified with an Eigenvalue greater than 1.0 explaining 75.70% of the
variance. All five scale items (liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport) were
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Table 4
Individual Item Average Measures ICC and IRR - Full Interactions (n=125)
Average Measures ICC

Interrater Reliability IRR

0.712

0.908

Attention

0.618

0.866

Coordination

0.580

0.847

Trust

0.669

0.890

Rapport

0.551

0.831

0.623

0.869

Attention

0.607

0.861

Coordination

0.625

0.870

Trust

0.648

0.880

Rapport

0.715

0.909

Measures
Phase 1
Liking

Phase 2
Liking

IRR calculated from ICC measure using Spearman Brown correction.
Phase 1 included 61 interactions; Phase 2 included 64 interactions.
Likert scale variables were rated 1-9 (higher ratings=more liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport)

represented in the emerged component for full interaction coding (see Table 5). Factor
loadings and communalities are presented in Table 6.
Table 5
PCA: Eigenvalues and Percent Variance - Full Interactions
Component

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues
% Variance

1

Total
3.785

2

0.459

9.170

3

0.297

5.934

4

0.250

4.992

5

0.210

4.204

75.700

Cumulative*%
75.700
84.870
90.804
95.796
100.000

Total

% Variance

3.785

75.700

Cumulative*%
75.700

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis - Rotation was not completed as only one component was extracted.
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Table 6
Factor loading and communalities - Full interactions
Full Liking

0.837

Communality
0.701

Full Attention
Full Coordination

0.882
0.891

0.778
0.794

Full Trust

0.864

0.747

Full Rapport

0.900

0.811

Loading

Thin Slices: Three hundred and seventy five thin slices were coded by four
independent coders (three slices for each of the 125 full interactions). Means and
standard deviations are presented in Table 7. Descriptives for individual items are
presented in Appendix I. Individual item inter-rater reliability for thin slice coding
Table 7
Mean and Standard Deviations for Thin Slices (n=375)
Rater

Liking

Attention

Coordination

Trust

Rapport

Phase 1
1

6.47 (1.083)

7.57 (1.136)

6.84 (1.438)

6.98 (1.307)

6.93 (1.359)

2

5.71 (1.693)

7.27 (1.468)

6.24 (1.582)

6.13 (1.790)

5.66 (1.903)

3

6.17 (1.210)

7.19 (1.647)

5.96 (1.612)

5.97 (1.522)

5.62 (1.917)

4

6.44 (1.420)

7.54 (1.194)

6.98 (1.170)

7.12 (1.270)

6.58 (1.264)

5

6.95 (1.324)

6.93 (1.388)

6.60 (1.628)

6.83 (1.682)

6.56 (1.763)

6

5.92 (1.505)

8.04 (0.894)

7.09 (1.258)

7.21 (1.500)

6.51 (1.476)

7

6.06 (1.110)

7.29 (1.571)

6.49 (1.535)

6.79 (1.265)

6.40 (1.425)

8

6.02 (0.805)

6.41 (0.781)

6.13 (0.897)

6.49 (1.028)

6.14 (0.922)

Phase 2

Phase 1 included 183 thin slices; Phase 2 included 192 thin slices
Likert scale variables were rated 1-9 (higher ratings=more liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport)

was calculated from the average measure intra-class correlation (ICC 2,8) and ranged
from .762 to .910 (see Table 8) with an average IRR of .850. Individual item inter-rater
reliability for thin slice coding was calculated from the average measure intra-class
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correlation (ICC 2,8) and ranged from .762 to .910 (see Table 8) with an average IRR of
.850.
Table 8
Individual Item Average Measures ICC and IRR - Thin Slices (n=375)
Average Measures ICC

Interrater Reliability IRR

0.717

0.910

Attention

0.637

0.875

Coordination

0.618

0.866

Trust

0.695

0.901

Rapport

0.682

0.897

0.626

0.870

Attention

0.444

0.762

Coordination

0.461

0.774

Trust

0.498

0.799

Rapport

0.576

0.845

Measures
Phase 1
Liking

Phase 2
Liking

IRR calculated from ICC measure using Spearman Brown correction.
Phase 1 included 183 thin slices; Phase 2 included 192 thin slices.
Likert scale variables were rated 1-9 (higher ratings=more liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport)

An exploratory principal component analysis (PCA) on thin slice coding yielded a
single construct (Appendix J). The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy
indicated this sample was also appropriate to conduct a factor analysis (KMO=.865 and
the Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity was significant (χ2 (10) = 4673.893, p <.001). The PCA,
using varimax rotation was conducted, with one construct identified with an Eigenvalue
greater than 1.0 explaining 71.72% of the variance. All five items (liking, attention,
coordination, trust and rapport) were again represented in the PCA component for thin
slice coding (see Table 9). Factor loadings and communalities are presented in Table
10.
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Table 9
PCA: Eigenvalues and Percent Variance - Thin Slices
Component

Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings

Initial Eigenvalues
% Variance

1

Total
3.586

2

0.559

11.188

3

0.355

7.105

4

0.274

5.475

5

0.226

4.512

71.719

Cumulative*%
71.719
82.907
90.013
95.488
100.000

Total

% Variance

3.586

71.719

Cumulative*%
71.719

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis - Rotation was not completed as only one component was extracted.

Table 10

	
  
Factor loading and communalities - Thin interactions	
  
Communality	
  
Loading
	
  
Thin Liking
0.806	
  
0.650	
  
Thin Attention
	
  
0.794	
  
0.631	
  
Thin Coordination
	
  
0.858	
  
0.737	
  
Thin Trust
	
  
0.882	
  
0.777	
  
Thin Rapport
	
  
0.889	
  
0.791	
  
	
  
Aim 2: Assessment of Difference in Thin Slice Ratings
Variables for each slice (liking, attention, coordination, trust, rapport) across the
three time points in the interaction (1, 2, 3) were tested for normality and found to be
non-representative of a normal population. Shapiro-Wilk statistics for all variables
yielded a p-value of .000, results are presented in Table 11. After several attempts to
transform the data, including calculating the Z score, square root, square, Log10 and
reciprocal measures of each variable, normality tests continued to show a deviation
from normality. See example for the first slice coding of the variable Liking in Table 12.
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Table 11
Thin Slice Test for Normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnova

Shapiro-Wilk

df

Sig.

Statistic

df

Sig.

Liking.Slice1

Statistic
0.193

125

0.000

0.923

125

0.000

Liking.Slice2

0.161

125

0.000

0.941

125

0.000

Liking.Slice3

0.205

125

0.000

0.911

125

0.000

Attention.Slice1

0.203

125

0.000

0.893

125

0.000

Attention.Slice2

0.206

125

0.165

125

0.889
0.924

125

Attention.Slice3

0.000
0.000

125

0.000
0.000

Coordination.Slice1

0.196

125

0.000

0.930

125

0.000

Coordination.Slice2

0.168

125

0.000

0.932

125

0.000

Coordination.Slice3

0.162

125

0.000

0.946

125

0.000

Trust.Slice1

0.187

125

0.000

0.924

125

0.000

Trust.Slice2

0.152

125

0.000

0.934

125

0.000

Trust.Slice3

0.201

125

0.151

125

0.923
0.944

125

Rapport.Slice1

0.000
0.000

125

0.000
0.000

Rapport.Slice2

0.208

125

0.000

0.935

125

0.000

Rapport.Slice3

0.176

125

0.000

0.927

125

0.000

a. Lilliefors Significance Correction

Due to this deviation from normality, the non-parametric version of the repeated
measures ANOVA, or the Friedman test, was used to test the significance between the
ratings of thin slices over the course of the interaction. Freidman tests conducted on
Table 12
Example of Transformed Data - Test for Normality
Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic

df

Liking.Slice1

0.923

125

Zscore (Liking.Slice1)

0.923
0.928

125

0.897
0.928

125

0.909
0.835

125

SquareRoot (Liking.Slice1)
Square (Liking.Slice1)
Log10 (Liking.Slice1)
Reciprocal (Liking.Slice1)
Log10 K-X (Liking.Slice1)
	
  

125
125
125

Sig.
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
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scores obtained from the three slices of the interaction on each of the variables are as
follows: Liking (χ2 (2) = .095, p =.953), Attention (χ2 (2) = 5.211, p =.074), Coordination
(χ2 (2) = 3.803, p =.149), Trust (χ2 (2) = 3.775, p =.151) and Rapport (χ2 (2) = 3.236, p
=.198). Results failed to reject the null, indicating no significant difference between the
first, second and third slice of the interaction.	
  
Aim 3: Assessment of Difference between Thin Slice & Full Interaction Ratings
Assessment of differences between a thin slice composite variable (i.e. an average
rating across three thin slices) and the full interaction was computed using the nonparametric version of the paired t test or the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test (Table 13).

The Wilcoxon Signed-ranks test indicated that full interaction ratings were
consistently higher across all variables: full interaction liking (Mdn=7.00) versus thin
slice liking (Mdn=6.33), Z=5.14, p<.001; full interaction attention (Mdn=8.00) versus thin
slice attention (Mdn=7.33), Z=2.61, p<.01; full interaction coordination (Mdn=7.00)
versus thin slice coordination (Mdn=6.67), Z=3.46, p<.01; full interaction trust
Mdn=7.00) versus thin slice trust (Mdn=6.67), Z=2.56, p<.05; full interaction rapport
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(Mdn=7.00) versus thin slice rapport (Mdn=6.33), Z=2.22, p<.05; full interaction
composite (Mdn=7.20) versus thin slice composite (Mdn=6.67), Z=3.85, p<.001.
A correlation matrix was also developed to see how individual ratings and composite
scores for thin slices compared to the full interaction ratings (see Appendix K). The
results indicate a significant correlation among all rating pairs: thin slice liking and full
interaction liking, r=.468, p<.01; thin slice attention and full interaction attention, r=.335,
p<.01; thin slice coordination and full interaction coordination, r=.390, p<.01; thin slice
trust and full interaction trust, r=.325, p<.01; thin slice rapport and full interaction
rapport, r=.363, p<.01. In addition, the correlation of the composite scores yielded a
significant result, r=.493, p<.01 indicating a shared variance (R2) of 24.3%.
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Figure 4. Thin Slice Composite and Full Interaction – Shared Variance
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The purposes of the study were to determine if thin slices sampled from the
beginning, middle and end of an actual medical interaction in an urban medical setting
serving low income African Americans can be reliably coded by independent raters, if
the rating of the three slices obtained are associated with each other, and if the ratings
of the three slices obtained are representative of ratings from the whole interaction.
Aim 1: Assessment of Coder Reliability
Inter-rater reliability (IRR) was assessed using a two-way mixed, consistency,
average-measures ICC to assess the degree to which coders were similar in rating
relational items (liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport) in human interaction.
Results indicate that independent raters can reliably code relational variables (liking,
attention, coordination, trust and rapport) between patients and physicians using thin
slices sampled from an actual patient/physician interaction. This was demonstrated in
the initial reliability calculation with an average IRR=.960 across all eight coders (n=20),
and in the coding of thin slices (average IRR=.850) and coding of full interactions
(average IRR=.873) calculated across four coders (n=375 and n=125 respectively),
indicating a high degree of agreement across coders. In addition, findings indicate that
regardless of the length of video (30 second slices vs. a full interaction) the instrument
was found to be reliable in coding human interactions.
Once reliability was established, a random selection of thin slices was compiled
to determine if the assessments between the first, second and third slice of the
interaction ratings were similar. Specifically, for each interaction where three thin slices
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were coded by four independent coders, one coder was randomly selected for each
interaction to represent the ratings in the analysis of the second aim. 	
  
Aim 2: Assessment of Difference in Thin Slice Ratings
Before assessing the difference between the thin slice ratings, the data was
tested for normality. The Shapiro-Wilk statistic indicated the data was not normally
distributed. Therefore, instead of using repeated measures ANOVA, the non-parametric
equivalent or the Friedman test was used to determine if there was a significant
difference between the means. This tested the null hypothesis that the means of each
slice were equal (μslice1=μslice2=μslice3). The Friedman test results on all Likert scale
variables (liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport) failed to reject the null
hypothesis, providing support that thin slices sampled at the beginning, middle and end
of an interaction are not statistically significant from each other.
Although the Friedman test results for all variables failed to reject the null
hypothesis, there was a variation in these results. Some variables were more consistent
across the three slices while others were less consistent. This is seen in the not
significant liking rating resulting in an extremely low probability of a type II error (failing
to reject the null when in fact it should be rejected) at p=.953 and the not significant
attention rating resulting in a statistic that is approaching significance at p=.074.
Aim 3: Assessment of Difference between Thin Slice & Full Interaction Ratings
Once the results from the second aim indicated that ratings between the first,
second and third slice were comparable, a composite variable for the thin slice ratings
was computed (an average rating for each variable by case) and a random selection of
full interactions were compiled. Specifically, for each full interaction coded by four
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independent coders, one coder was randomly selected for each interaction to represent
the ratings in the analysis of the third aim. These two variables (average thin slice rating
and randomly selected full interaction rating) were used to determine if there is a
significant difference in thin slice ratings compared to ratings from the interaction as a
whole.
The Wilcoxon Signed-ranks test, or the non-parametric version of the paired t test,
was used to test the hypothesis that the means between the thin slice composite
variable and the full interaction composite variable were equal (μthin slice=μfull interaction).
Results of this test supported the alternative hypothesis that the means were not equal,
or that thin slices ratings in this sample were not comparable to full interaction ratings.
Summary and Conclusions
Results from the first two aims provided support to the concept that thin slices could
indeed be reliably coded and furthermore that each slice within a specific interaction
was representative of other slices within the same interaction. The result of the third aim
did not provide support to the hypothesis that thin slice ratings were comparable to full
interaction ratings. Specifically, the ratings from the thin slice composite were not
representative of a random sample rating of the same full interaction. Murphy (2005)
indicated that thin slice methodology should have a stronger reliability coefficient when
compared to full interactions in order to justify this methodology. In this study, the
conclusion would be that thin slices are not a suitable substitute for full slice ratings.
This result may be a factor of study limitations (sample clinic, sample timeframe of data
collection) or it may be a factor of more information being providing in a full interaction
that cannot be captured in a sample of thin slices.
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A quick analysis using parametric tests found, similar to previous research, that the
ratings from thin slice interactions for each Likert scale variable were significantly
correlated with ratings from the corresponding full interactions and the thin slice
composite variable correlated with the full interaction (r=.493) indicating a shared
variance of 24.3%, this was above the average reported effect size (r=.39) and slightly
above the reported effect size in social psychology research studies (r=. 47) in the
meta-analysis conducted by Ambady and Rosenthal (1992). Additionally, it was found
though a simple linear regression that thin slice ratings did in fact predict the ratings
obtained from the full interaction (see Appendix K) with the regression equation equal to
Y=.794(X)+1.714; where Y= the full interaction composite variable and X= the thin slice
composite variable.
Parametric tests were used in the above testing, as the software selected for
analysis (SPSS) does not have a mechanism to analyze the non-parametric version of a
simple regression, so care should be taken when interpreting the results. In this study,
the third aim was to specifically test the hypothesis that thin slice ratings were
representative of full interaction ratings. The research question, along with the results of
the normality tests led to the decision to analyze the data using the Wilcoxon Signranked test comparing the thin slice composite variable to the full interaction variable. If
the research question was to determine if there was an association between the two
measures, another statistic such as the Pearson correlation or the Spearman correlation
would be utilized. Parametric testing, using the Pearson correlation and simple linear
regression, did in fact find an association, both correlative and predictive, between the
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thin slice composite variable and the full interaction variable, replicating previous
research results reporting correlations and predictions.
As noted, many areas of research (psychology, sociology, medicine, etc.) have
benefited from observational research methods such as the thin slice technique. By
using this technique, researchers can study human behavior, while saving valuable
resources (time, money). The study of human behavior leads to increased knowledge,
ultimately leading to the testing and development of future interventions to improve
outcomes. The research presented here utilized a specific sample (data was collected
in one urban clinic population during a specific timeframe) and rated patient/physician
relational components (liking, attention, coordination, trust and rapport), which has been
previously reported to have an effect on quality of care and patient satisfaction (Dovidio
et al., 2008; Stepanikova, 2006; Stepanikova et al., 2006). Again, only when reliability
and validity of methods are established in the research process can the research
community be certain research findings are appropriate, relevant and meaningful.
However it is also imperative that researchers keep the end result in mind when
designing and evaluating research, selecting the best statistical test to answer their
specific research question.
Future research on thin slices may address the affect of condition on ratings.
Does it make a difference if a coder begins with full interactions and proceeds to thin
slices compared to if a coder begins with thin slices and proceeds to full interactions?
What is the impact of time between coding assignments? Could more or less time
between coding assignments yield different results? Finally, what is the impact and/or
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what are the differences between naïve coders and trained experience coders on thin
slice ratings using real time video recorded interactions.
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APPENDIX A – INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD - INITIAL APPROVAL AND
CONTINUATION
	
  

NOTICE OF EXPEDITED APPROVAL
To:

Tanina Foster
Oncology
Karmanos Cancer Institute

From: Dr. Scott Millis _______________________________________________
Chairperson, Behavioral Institutional Review Board (B3)
Date: January 25, 2013
RE:

IRB #:

129312B3E

Protocol Title:

Reliability and Validity of the Thin Slice Technique - Observational Research on the
Patient/Physician Medical Information

Funding Source: Sponsor: NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Protocol #:
Expiration Date:

1301011593
January 24, 2014

Risk Level / Category: Research not involving greater than minimal risk

The above-referenced protocol and items listed below (if applicable) were APPROVED following Expedited Review
Category ( #7 )* by the Chairperson/designee for the Wayne State University Institutional Review Board (B3) for the
period of 01/25/2013 through 01/24/2014. This approval does not replace any departmental or other approvals that may
be required.
• Revised Protocol Summary Form (received in the IRB Office 1/22/13)
• Protocol (received in the IRB Office 12/18/12)
• A waiver of consent has been granted according to 45CFR 46 116(d) and justification provided by the Principal
Investigator in the Protocol Summary Form (this study is an analysis of an existing data archive and no new patient
or physician data is being collected). This waiver satisfies: 1) risk is no more than minimal, 2) the waiver does not
adversely affect the rights and welfare of research participants, 3) the research could not be practicably carried out
without the waiver, and (4) providing participants additional pertinent information after participation is not appropriate.
• Data collection tools: Rating Sheet

° Federal regulations require that all research be reviewed at least annually. You may receive a "Continuation Renewal Reminder" approximately
two months prior to the expiration date; however, it is the Principal Investigator's responsibility to obtain review and continued approval before the
expiration date. Data collected during a period of lapsed approval is unapproved research and can never be reported or published as research
data.
° All changes or amendments to the above-referenced protocol require review and approval by the IRB BEFORE implementation.
° Adverse Reactions/Unexpected Events (AR/UE) must be submitted on the appropriate form within the timeframe specified in the IRB
Administration Office Policy (http://www.irb.wayne.edu//policies-human-research.php).
NOTE:
1. Upon notification of an impending regulatory site visit, hold notification, and/or external audit the IRB Administration Office must be contacted
immediately.
2. Forms should be downloaded from the IRB website at each use.
*Based on the Expedited Review List, revised November 1998
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NOTICE OF EXPEDITED CONTINUATION APPROVAL
To:

Tanina Foster
Oncology
Karmanos Cancer Institute

From: Dr. Deborah Ellis _______________________________________________
Chairperson, Behavioral Institutional Review Board (B3)
Date: December 20, 2013
RE:

IRB #:

129312B3E

Protocol Title:

Reliability and Validity of the Thin Slice Technique - Observational Research on the
Patient/Physician Medical Information

Funding Source: Sponsor: NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
Protocol #:
Expiration Date:

1301011593
December 19, 2014

Risk Level / Category: Research not involving greater than minimal risk
Continuation for the above-referenced protocol and items listed below (if applicable) were APPROVED following
Expedited Review by the Chairperson/designee of the Wayne State University Institutional Review Board (B3) for the
period of 12/20/2013 through 12/19/2014. This approval does not replace any departmental or other approvals that may
be required.
• Closed to accrual and active intervention completed.

° Federal regulations require that all research be reviewed at least annually. You may receive a "Continuation Renewal Reminder" approximately
two months prior to the expiration date; however, it is the Principal Investigator's responsibility to obtain review and continued approval before the
expiration date. Data collected during a period of lapsed approval is unapproved research and can never be reported or published as research
data.
° All changes or amendments to the above-referenced protocol require review and approval by the IRB BEFORE implementation.
° Adverse Reactions/Unexpected Events (AR/UE) must be submitted on the appropriate form within the timeframe specified in the IRB
Administration Office Policy (http://www.irb.wayne.edu//policies-human-research.php).
NOTE:
1. Upon notification of an impending regulatory site visit, hold notification, and/or external audit the IRB Administration Office must be contacted
immediately.
2. Forms should be downloaded from the IRB website at each use.
*Based on the Expedited Review List, revised November 1998
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APPENDIX B – CODER RECRUITMENT
	
  
	
  

Volunteer Undergraduate Coders
Needed for Dissertation Research

Opportunity to Gain Valuable Experience in Behavioral Research Methods
and Techniques
•

•

•

•

	
  

Volunteers should be undergraduate students in anthropology,
psychology, sociology, communication, education or related field.
Individuals should be highly-motivated undergraduate students
interested in applying to graduate school in the future.
Anticipated 25-30 hour commitment with flexible scheduling.
Training will be provided and volunteers will gain knowledge and
insight into behavioral research and research methodology using real
time medical interactions.
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APPENDIX C – RATING SHEETS
Full Interaction
Rater:
PT ID:

Length of interaction:

Instructions:
Watch the entire video segment without stopping. Focus on the general overall relationship
between the patient and the doctor. When the segment ends, pause/stop the video to complete
the ratings. Watch each segment only once.
Ratings are an ‘average’ over the entire segment. There is no “correct” or “incorrect” answer.
You should not take more than 30 seconds to complete these ratings.

1. Rate how much the patient and doctor like each other:
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

High

9

High

2. Rate how much the patient and doctor are paying attention to each other.
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3. Rate how much the patient and doctor were coordinated with each other in their movements, speech,
and posture.
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

High

7

8

9

High

8

9

High

4. Rate how much the patient and doctor trust each other:
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

5. Rate the level of overall rapport between the patient and doctor:
No

1

	
  

2

3

4

5

6

7
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Thin Slice
Rater:
PT ID:

Slice number:

Instructions:
Watch the entire video segment without stopping. Focus on the general overall relationship
between the patient and the doctor. When the segment ends, pause/stop the video to complete
the ratings. Watch each segment only once.
Ratings are an ‘average’ over the entire segment. There is no “correct” or “incorrect” answer.
You should not take more than 30 seconds to complete these ratings.

1. Rate how much the patient and doctor like each other:
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

High

9

High

2. Rate how much the patient and doctor are paying attention to each other.
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3. Rate how much the patient and doctor were coordinated with each other in their movements, speech,
and posture.
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

High

7

8

9

High

8

9

High

4. Rate how much the patient and doctor trust each other:
No

1

2

3

4

5

6

5. Rate the level of overall rapport between the patient and doctor:

No

1

	
  

2

3

4

5

6

7
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APPENDIX D – RANDOMIZATION BY PHASE

Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  1	
  
Full-‐Thin	
  
Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  2	
  
	
  Full-‐Thin	
  
Random	
  1	
  
Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  3	
  
Full-‐Thin	
  
Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  4	
  
Full-‐Thin	
  
Phase	
  
Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  5	
  
Full-‐Thin	
  
Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  6	
  
	
  Full-‐Thin	
  
Random	
  2	
  	
  
Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  7	
  
Full-‐Thin	
  
Thin-‐Full	
  
Rater	
  8	
  
Full-‐Thin	
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Appendix E
APPENDIX E – TRAINING MATERIALS

Training Agenda
June 5, 2013

	
  

1.

Welcome, Introductions, and Overview

2.

Behavioral Research

3.

Medical Interaction and Thin Slice Research

4.

Instrument Review

5.

Open Discussion and Practice

6.

Questions and Answers

7.

Application / Initial Group Coding

8.

Session Review and Next Steps
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Observational Research
Observational research has been conducted in many areas
of behavioral research including psychology, sociology and
medicine

June 5, 2013

Differences in medical outcomes, or disparities, continue to
be a problem across multiple diseases

Training - PowerUnderstanding
Point patient/physician communication and

interaction patterns may help reduce these disparities

Observational Research
Observational research has been conducted in many areas
of behavioral research including psychology, sociology and
medicine
June 5, 2013

Differences in medical outcomes, or disparities, continue to
be a problem across multiple diseases
Understanding patient/physician communication and
interaction patterns may help reduce these disparities

Observation Research Medicine
Increased knowledge on how parental styles and behaviors
can impact child coping during painful pediatric procedures
(Penner et al., 2008; Peterson et al., 2007; Cline et al., 2006)

Increased understanding of the communication process and
how it may contribute to differences in health care behavior
that may lead to poorer patient outcomes (Eggly et al., 2011;

Observational Research

Penner et al., 2009; Beck, Daughtridge, & Sloane, 2002)

Observational
be time
and resource
Insight
into howresearch
trust in can
a medical
interaction
can influence
intensive.
patient
satisfaction, adherence to medical
Coding behavior during
lengthy video
taped
interactions
recommendations
and ultimately
impact
overall
medical
can take many
hours
reach
reliability
outcomes
(Penner
et al., to
2009;
Albrecht
et al., 2008; Eggly et al., 2008;
Fiscella
et
al.,
2004;)
Coding behavior can take multiple passes through the
video to capture information needed to address research
Increased
on how parental styles and behaviors
questionsknowledge
(Murphy, 2005)
can impact child coping during painful pediatric procedures

Observation Research Medicine
(Penner et al., 2008; Peterson et al., 2007; Cline et al., 2006)

Increased understanding of the communication process and
how it may contribute to differences in health care behavior
that may lead to poorer patient outcomes (Eggly et al., 2011;

Observational Research

Penner et al., 2009; Beck, Daughtridge, & Sloane, 2002)

Observational
be time
and resource
Insight
into howresearch
trust in can
a medical
interaction
can influence
intensive.
patient
satisfaction, adherence to medical
recommendations
and ultimately
impact
overall
medical
Coding behavior during
lengthy video
taped
interactions
outcomes
(Pennerhours
et al., 2009;
Albrecht
et al., 2008; Eggly et al., 2008;
can take many
to reach
reliability
Fiscella et al., 2004;)
Coding behavior can take multiple passes through the
video to capture information needed to address research
questions (Murphy, 2005)

Observational Research
Observational research techniques using real time video
capture (recording) can assist in the understanding of
reality within the context of an interaction and lead to
appropriate training and intervention development to
improve quality of care and ultimately improve patient
outcomes
Over the past 20 years, the thin slice technique has been
used to address this challenge in observational research
on videotaped interactions

Observational Research

Much of the research using this technique has been
successfully used to predict future behaviors and/or
outcomes

Observational Research

As this technique continues to be utilized in medical and
Observational
research
techniques
real reliability
time video
behavioral
studies,
it is important
tousing
establish
capture
(recording)
canof
assist
understanding of
and
validity
in a sample
real in
lifethe
interactions
reality within the context of an interaction and lead to
appropriate training and intervention development to
improve quality of care and ultimately improve patient
outcomes
Over the past 20 years, the thin slice technique has been
used to address this challenge in observational research
on videotaped interactions

Observational Research

Much of the research using this technique has been
successfully used to predict future behaviors and/or
outcomes
As this technique continues to be utilized in medical and
behavioral studies, it is important to establish reliability
and validity in a sample of real life interactions

Thin Slice Comparison
the substitutability of shorter for longer excerpts
can only be determined when the same variable is
measured for both lengths (Murphy 2005)

1

Rater’s Instrument

Thin Slice Comparison
	
  

the substitutability of shorter for longer excerpts
can only be determined when the same variable is
measured for both lengths (Murphy 2005)

1

Rater’s Instrument

General Instructions
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Raters will be asked to rate both 30 sec video segments
and full interaction segments between patients and their
primary care physicians
Raters and videos will be randomized within and between
methods
The task will be to watch the video segments in the order
randomized and rate the relationship between patient
and physician on five characteristics based on your
average impression over time using a scale ranging from 1
(not observed) 9 (high observed)

General Instructions

Raters will be asked to rate both 30 sec video segments
and full interaction segments between patients and their
primary care physicians
Raters and videos will be randomized within and between
methods
The task will be to watch the video segments in the order
randomized and rate the relationship between patient
and physician on five characteristics based on your
average impression over time using a scale ranging from 1
(not observed) 9 (high observed)

5 Characteristics
Liking
Attention

Review

Coordination

Trust
The higher the ratingRapport
given, the more the characteristic is
seen/felt.

Indicators that may assist in determining the degree of
each rating can include:

5 Characteristics

Verbal expressions: words, tone of voice, etc.
Nonverbal behaviors: eye contact, facial expressions,
orientation, etc.

Liking
Attention

Review

Coordination

Trust
The higher the ratingRapport
given, the more the characteristic is
seen/felt.

Indicators that may assist in determining the degree of
each rating can include:
Verbal expressions: words, tone of voice, etc.
Nonverbal behaviors: eye contact, facial expressions,
orientation, etc.

Review of Characteristics
And Practice CodingReview
Ratings should indicate an ‘average’ over the entire
video segment.
Imagine starting each observation at the midpoint (5
for each characteristic) and throughout the
interaction, mentally ‘sliding’ your rating up and/or
down as you watch the interaction.
Don’t automatically use the rating you land on at the
end of the interaction, but rather decide which
number you slide over the most and use that average as
your
final rating.
And
Practice
Coding

Review of Characteristics
Review

Ratings should indicate an ‘average’ over the entire
video segment.
Imagine starting each observation at the midpoint (5
for each characteristic) and throughout the
interaction, mentally ‘sliding’ your rating up and/or
down as you watch the interaction.

3

Don’t automatically use the rating you land on at the
end of the interaction, but rather decide which
number you slide over the most and use that average as
your final rating.

3

Questions?

Scheduling Sessions

Questions?

Scheduling Sessions
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Training - Rater Instructions
General Instructions for Raters
All volunteers will be asked to rate both 30-sec video segments and full interactions between
patients and their primary care physician. Each volunteer will be randomly assigned to one of
the following scenarios:
•

Full Interactions - Period of Time - Thin Slices
- or -

•

Thin Slices – Period of Time - Full Interactions

Your task is watch each video segment and following the segment rate the relationship between
the patient and physician on several characteristics based on your average impression over
time, using a scale ranging from 1 to 9.

There are five characteristics we will be looking at including liking, attention, coordination, trust
and rapport. The higher the number, the more the characteristic is seen/felt.

•

Liking – Degree of warmth, friendliness, sincerity, sociability, understanding.

•

Attention – Degree of interest or consideration.

•

Coordination – Degree of synchronicity or orientation in movement, speech, posture.

•

Trust – Degree of relational confidence.

•

Rapport – Degree of relational connection.

Some indicators that will assist in determining the degree rating in each of the five
characteristics can include: verbal expressions, nonverbal behavior, eye contact, facial
expressions, etc.
In this study, we are interested in how your global perceptions of the patient/physician
relationship. There is no right or wrong answer. Some coders are reluctant to use extreme
numbers (e.g., 1 and 9), but please try to use the entire range (from 1 to 9).
Ratings should indicate an ‘average’ over the entire video segment. Imagine starting each
observation at the midpoint (5 for each characteristic). Mentally ‘sliding’ your rating up and/or
down as you watch the interaction. Don’t automatically use the rating you land on at the end of
the interaction, but rather decide which number you slide over the most and use that average as
your final rating.
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APPENDIX F – INITIAL RELIABILITY INDIVIDUAL ITEM DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
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APPENDIX G – FULL INTERACTION INDIVIDUAL ITEM DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Phase 1

Phase 2
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APPENDIX H – FULL INTERACTION EXPLORATORY PRINCIPLE ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX I – THIN SLICE INDIVIDUAL ITEM DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Phase 1

Phase 2
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APPENDIX J – THIN SLICE EXPLORATORY PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS
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APPENDIX K – CORRELATIONS BETWEEN THIN SLICE AND FULL INTERACTION
RATINGS

Correlations
FullLiking
ThinLiking

Pearson Correlation

FullAttention

FullCoordination

FullTrust

FullRapport

FullComposite

.468 **

.354 **

.379 **

.385 **

.373 **

.457 **

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

125

125

125

125

125

125

.424 **

.335 **

.341 **

.205 *

.256 **

.359 **

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

.022

.004

.000

N

125

125

125

125

125

125

.485 **

.371 **

.390 **

.343 **

.383 **

.459 **

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

125

125

125

125

125

125

.423 **

.289 **

.371 **

.325 **

.324 **

.405 **

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.001

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

125

125

125

125

125

125

.494 **

.384 **

.399 **

.332 **

.363 **

.458 **

Sig. (2-tailed)

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

N

125

125

125

125

125

125

.527 **

.398 **

.433 **

.368 **

.392 **

.493 **

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

.000

125
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

125

125

125

125

125

ThinAttention

Pearson Correlation

ThinCoordination Pearson Correlation

ThinTrust

ThinRapport

ThinComposite

Pearson Correlation

Pearson Correlation

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-tailed)
N

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
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APPENDIX L – SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION: PREDICTING FULL INTERACTION
RATINGS FROM THIN SLICE RATINGS
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ABSTRACT
	
  

THE RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF THE THIN SLICE TECHNIQUE:
OBSERVATIONAL RESEARCH ON VIDEO RECORDED MEDICAL INTERACTIONS
by
TANINA S. FOSTER
May 2014
Advisor: Dr. Shlomo Sawilowsky
Major: Evaluation and Research
Degree: Doctor of Philosophy
Introduction: Observational research using the thin slice technique has been
routinely incorporated in observational research methods, however there is limited
evidence supporting use of this technique compared to full interaction coding. The
purpose of this study was to determine if this technique could be reliability coded, if
ratings are consistent between the first, second and third slice, and if they are
representative of full interactions.
Methods: Three 30-second thin slices were sampled from the beginning, middle
and end of a full-length video-recorded patient/physician interaction collected a part of a
larger research study in a low income urban primary care clinic. Thin slice excerpts and
full interactions were rated on five dimensions (liking, attention, coordination, trust and
rapport) using a nine point Likert scale ranging from ‘none’ to ‘high’ by eight
independent coders. Reliability was assessed using the intraclass correlation measure,
validity of thin slices was assessed using the Friedman test (non-parametric equivalent
of the Repeated measures ANOVA), and the comparison of thin slice coding to full
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interaction coding was assessed using the Wilcoxon Sign Ranks test (nonparametric
version of the Paired t-test).
Results: Thin slice reliability on Likert scale items ranged from .762-.910 with an
average IRR of .850. Friedman tests conducted on all five variables (liking, attention,
coordination, trust and rapport) comparing the rating of the three slices of the interaction
were non-significant. Results of the Wilcoxon Signed Ranks test indicated there was a
significant difference between the composite thin slice rating (average across three
slices) and the full interaction ratings with full interaction variables rated consistently
higher than their respective thin slice composite.
Conclusion: Results indicate that thin slices can be reliability coded by
independent coders with a high degree of agreement across coders. Observational
ratings across thin slices sampled at the beginning middle and end of an interaction
were not significantly different demonstrating convergent validity. However, there was a
significant difference between ratings obtained from thin slices and ratings obtained
from the full interaction, indicating care should be taken when thin slices are used to
represent the interaction as a whole.
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